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Two strong
partners
join forces

SUPPORTING ARGUMENTS
FOR ATTENDING THE EXHIBITION

MedtecLIVE will take place for the first time in Nuremberg from 21 to 23 May 2019.
The new international networking platform for medical technology, it combines the
former Medtec Europe and MT-CONNECT.
I would like to attend this event because I am looking forward to new inspiration,
ideas and contacts that will enrich my work on a day-to-day basis.
The exhibition offers highly promising products and services: exhibitors from 27 countries
reflect the entire value chain of medical technology manufacture. Both established and
new enterprises will display their innovations and developments to the public for the
first time at the “novelty stand”, and I would like to take advantage of the advance in
knowledge this offers. The exhibition forum, with its pitches, discussion rounds and
expert discussions between national and international speakers, promises a fascinating
range of inputs that will open up new perspectives for my area of specialisation.
In addition to top-quality presentations on topics of interest to me, the accompanying
MedTech Summit congress also offers special matchmaking events where I can make
contacts that will be valuable for my business.
I am looking forward to new solutions and perspectives for our projects
from the following exhibitors in particular:

I would very much appreciate approval to attend MedtecLIVE 2019.
Please find below a breakdown of the expected costs of participation:
•• Admission:
One-day ticket EUR 20
Full event ticket EUR 40
Partnering ticket from EUR 100 (for prices see medtech-summit.de/registration)
All-inclusive ticket* from EUR 220 (for prices see medtech-summit.de/registration)
•• Travel costs EUR
•• Hotel EUR
•• Meals EUR
Total costs EUR
MedtecLIVE offers new stimuli for our sector, and opens up the opportunity
to help actively shape the future of medical technology.
I am looking forward to a fascinating visit to the exhibition,
with very positive results for my business.
Thank you very much.

* Includes participation in the Medtech Summit Congress & Partnering, including attendance at the exhibition.

WHAT YOU CAN LOOK FORWARD TO:
PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY
Design, research and development |
IT | Materials and components |
Processes, mechanical engineering,
manufacturing | Measurement,
testing and validation | Services

WELCOME TO THE PREMIERE
MedtecLIVE will cover the entire supply chain of international
medical technology, from prototyping to manufacturing and post-
manufacturing processes, and from IT to materials, components
and service. Discover what exhibitors from 27 countries* have
to offer – and make contacts in the market and in research that
really will take you forward.
TWO STRONG PARTNERS. COMBINED POTENTIAL.
MT-CONNECT and Medtec Europe are combining their
skills to become the leading platform for innovations,
technology and business contacts in medical technology
in Europe: MedtecLIVE.

* As at February 2019

Denmark

IN THE HEART OF EUROPE
There is a good reason to think of the European Metropolitan
Region of Nuremberg as Europe’s “Medical Valley”. The region
brings together the skills of more than 500 companies,
more than 80 university research institutes, and more than
20 non-university research institutes.
An international airport and top-quality road and rail-based
transport will get you to MedtecLIVE from every region in
double-quick time.
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THE FUTURE STARTS HERE
Innovations on display are always a source of new ideas. MedtecLIVE
combines the present and the future – it shows what’s important
today and what will characterise the future. This creates an environ
ment offering plenty of inspiration and ideas about how you can
do an even better job of driving your product development forward.
With professional support from prominent industry representatives.
RIGHT AT THE TOP OF THE AGENDA: PROGRESS.
The exhibitors at MedtecLIVE represent a wealth of accumulated inno
vative skills. From the industry leaders to creative start-ups, this is where
you will find the topics that count right now and the trends that lead to
progress. Right at the exhibition stands, in the forums, and at MedTech
Summit, the congress being held in parallel.

PARTNERS AND SUPPORTERS

INNOVATE

MANY ASPECTS. ONE MARKET.
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MORE DIALOGUE FOR
NEW PERSPECTIVES
The best ideas develop when experts with different
specialisations from all parts of the supply chain get
together and talk.
That’s exactly what you can look forward to at
MedtecLIVE, the meeting place of Europe’s medical
technology community. At the exhibition stands,
in the international pavilions, discussion rounds
and networking events at the fair, and at the matchmaking event at the accompanying MedTech Summit.
Be a part of the dialogue!

POLITICS

THE EXHIBITION
THAT GETS RESULTS
Make the most of the expertise of service firms and specialists
with the same focus on solutions as you. MedtecLIVE is
where you can meet the right partners for your projects.
Suppliers, manufacturers of components, assemblies and
materials, and providers of manufacturing technology, processes and procedures are looking forward to your questions.
Together with service firms and specialists in areas such as
approval, MDR and packaging, MedtecLIVE will give you
access to the contacts you need to develop the right solution
together – and establish promising business relationships.

DO BUSINESS

ONE LOCATION FOR THE WHOLE SECTOR
The MedtecLIVE concept was developed in close coordination
with MedTech experts from R&D, production and marketing,
and specialists in the area of services. It is deliberately
focused on interdisciplinary discussion, and brings
Europe’s multi-branched medical technology sector
together in a compact setting in a single location.

PLATFORM FOR DRIVING
FORCES: EXHIBITION FORUMS
Expert knowledge right in the centre of the exhibition: presentations
by experts and prominent exhibitors at MedtecLIVE on subjects that
move your industry.
Designed in collaboration with leading associations and institutions,
e.g. bitkom, VDE, VDI, ZVEI and publisher Konradin Verlag.
PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS
Guided tours, the special Innovation Market Place with start-ups,
research groups and service companies, and a novelty stand will
reflect the broad variety of the medical technology sector and
provide a structured approach to the themes that interest you.

UP-TO-THE-MINUTE TOPICS:
•• 3D printing in
medical technology
•• Medical software
•• Cybersecurity
•• AI-based medicinal products
•• Microtechnology
•• Skilled worker shortage
•• Biocompatibility and
organic materials

A GLANCE INTO THE FUTURE:
CONGRESS & PARTNERING
Medical technology meets innovations and future-oriented technologies
at MedTech Summit 2019. Scientific and market-relevant presentations
will give you up-to-the-minute insights into cross-technology approaches,
industry trends and processes. Interactive and interdisciplinary elements
in the programme will guide you towards new solutions. The CARAT
X-Ray Conference will take an in-depth look into X-ray technology.
Congress delegates will enjoy exclusive access.
B2B partnering will let you establish and extend contacts with participants in the MedTech Summit and exhibitors and visitors to MedtecLIVE.

medtech-summit.com

MedTech Summit PROGRAMME
TUESDAY, 21.5.2019

WEDNESDAY, 22.5.2019

THURSDAY, 23.5.2019

09:00

Opening – Plenary Session
medXrobotics*

medXideation*

medXsmartelectronics*

medXsupplychain*

medXdataanalytics

medXdigitalprocesses*
medXdataanalytics*

* Interactive highlights

MedtecLIVE

medXsmartelectronics

medXmanufacturing

medXdigitalprocesses

Partnering

medXideation*

medXrobotics*

medXsupplychain*
MedtecLIVE

medXregulation*

medXmanufacturing*

Partnering

X-Ray Conference – CARAT

17:00

MedTech Summit
evening reception

MedtecLIVE

MedTech
Dialogue
Bavaria

Partnering

X-Ray Conference – CARAT

12:00

Forum MedTech
Pharma Ordinary
General Meeting

medXregulation

